Pee Wee– Year End Director’s Report
2019 – 2020 Season
Director: Kim Weiss

The Pee Wee Leagues (SCHAL, CAHL and City) consisted of a total of 10 teams for the 2019-2020 season.
A total of 179 players registered and tried out to form the AA, CAHL and city leagues.

Pee Wee AA
75 players and 12 goalies tried out (included 12 zone kids) to total 87 athletes.
-

6 tryout games were evaluated followed by a black / white game consisting of 40 skaters and 6
goalies to roster the 2 teams
The black and white game also encompassed 6 third party evaluators along with the evaluators
from the tryout games
2 AA SCAHL teams were drafted (15 skaters and 2 goalies each)
Their seasons were successful one’s with the teams finishing 3rd and 4th in their pool

Pee Wee CAHL
63 players and 10 goalies tried out (included 8 zone kids) to total 73 athletes.
-

9 tryout games were evaluated prior to the draft
2 CAHL teams were drafted (15 skaters and 2 goalies each)
Their seasons were successful one’s as well with the CAHL 1 team finishing 1st and the CAHL 3
finishing 4th in their divisions
The playoffs were started but not finished due to the current state of the world affairs

CITY LEAGUE
64 players and 8 goalies comprised the city league to total 72 athletes.
-

2 warm up skates conducted by Platinum Power Skating were completed prior to the 6
evaluated try out games
6 teams were drafted in 11 rounds
The season’s competitiveness was fair with the final round of playoffs being completed with all
close game
The playoffs were not conducted due to the current state of the world affairs
Discussion’s are ongoing with members to help evolve the city league

Tournaments
Pee Wee AA
-

10 team tournament (2 pools)
use Excel registration form so you can copy and paste
get managers phone numbers immediately
make sure finals say pool black and orange not A and B
have 50/50 sheet to post winner
post rules on wall
allotted ice time was good
add to rules that no team allowed on ice until gates are closed

CAHL
-

No feedback received from the tournament organizers

City League
-

11 team tournament (targeted for 16 team)
Teams need to be selected before the season begins to help make sure the tournament is full
Tournament committee needs to be in place once the draft is complete
Rink captains at place in tournament games

Sincerely,
Kim Weiss

